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µ-Law and A-Law Companding
Using the TMS320C2xx DSP

Abstract 

Companding (compression and expansion) is a method commonly
used in telephony applications to increase dynamic range while
keeping the number of bits used for quantization constant. The
compression is lossy, but provides lower quantization error at
small amplitude values than at larger values.

µ-law is a companding standard commonly used in the United
States. It takes 14-bit data values and compresses them to eight-
bit values. A-law is the standard used in Europe. It takes 13-bit
data values and compresses them to eight-bit values. For more
information on these standards, see the references at the end of
this application note.

In these C-callable subroutines, expanded input and output are
expected to be in signed left-aligned form. For a-law, this means
the least-significant three bits are zero after expansion, and are
ignored during compression. For µ-law, the two least significant
bits are zero after expansion, and are ignored during
compression.

This application note describes subroutines for performing µ-law
and A-law companding using Texas Instruments (TI™)
TMS320C2xx (‘C2xx) DSP.
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Product Support on the World Wide Web

Our World Wide Web site at www.ti.com contains the most up to
date product information, revisions, and additions. Users
registering with TI&ME can build custom information pages and
receive new product updates automatically via email.

Related Documentation

The following document contains additional information for use
with this application.

❑  Digital Signal Processing Applications with the TMS320
Family, Volume 1, Literature number SPRA012A
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Obtaining the Software

This program is available for download as a self-extracting
executable at the following location:

ftp://ftp.ti.com/pub/tms320bbs/c2xxfiles/COMPAND.EXE

In these C-callable subroutines, expanded input and output are
expected to be in signed left-aligned form. For a-law, this means
the least-significant three bits are zero after expansion, and are
ignored during compression. For µ-law, the two least significant
bits are zero after expansion, and are ignored during
compression.

Software Contents

The following tables list the contents of the directories containing
the subroutines.

Table 1. Main Directory

File Description

muexpntb.asm µ-law expand function using 256-word lookup table.
mucompn.asm µ-law compress function.
aexpntbl.asm A-law expand function using 256-word lookup table.
aexpn.asm A-law expand function using no lookup table.

acompn.asm A-law compress function.
main.c Sample C program which tests the included

functions.
c203.cmd Linker command file describing memory map and

sections for the C203.

compand.doc This document (in Microsoft Word format).
compand.htm This document (in HTML format).

compand.txt This document (in plain text format).
compand.out Executable file for sample C program to be loaded by

C2xx simulator or hardware.
build.bat Batch file for building compand.out using only the

Texas Instruments development tools.

assembly Directory containing assembly-only versions of the
compander routines and example.

obj Directory containing object files.
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Table 2. Assembly Directory

File Description

muexpntb.asm µ-law expand function using 256-word lookup table.
mucompn.asm µ-law compress function.

aexpntbl.asm A-law expand function using 256-word lookup table.
aexpn.asm A-law expand function using no lookup table.

acompn.asm A-law compress function.
main.asm Sample assembly program that tests the included

functions.
c203.cmd Linker command file describing memory map and

sections for the C203.

compand.out Executable file for sample assembly program to be
loaded by C2xx simulator or hardware.

build.bat Batch file for building compand.out using only the
Texas Instruments development tools.

obj Directory containing object files.
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Usage

The following sections describe the correct usage of these
algorithms for µ-law and A-law expansion and compression.

µ-law Expansion

To perform µ-law expansion with table lookup:

void muexpN_table(int *data, int N)

Where data  is a pointer to an array of integers where each
integer contains the encoded value (in bits 0-7). Each of the bits is
inverted during µ-law encoding:

Table 3 Input Bit Values for µ-law Expansion

Bit
Value

15
--

…
…

7
P

6
S2

5
S1

4
S0

3
Q3

2
Q2

1
Q1

0
Q0

which consists of:

P - Polarity bit (sign)
S - 3-bit segment number
Q - 4-bit quantization number
"--" represents don't care

Output (written over input array) is a 14-bit signed number stored
left aligned in each integer (in bits 2-15):

Table 4 Output Bit Values for µ-law Expansion

Bit 15 14 13 12 … 3 2 1 0
Value S X12 X11 X10 … X1 X0 -- --

which consists of:

S - Sign bit
X - 13-bit magnitude
"--" represents don't care
where X = (33 + 2Q) X 2S - 33
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µ-law Compression

To perform µ-law compression:

void mucompN(int *data, int N)

Where data is a pointer to an array of 14-bit signed number stored
left aligned in each integer (in bits 2-15):

Table 5 Input Bit Values for µ-law Compression

Bit 15 14 13 12 … 3 2 1 0
Value S X12 X11 X10 … X1 X0 -- --

which consists of:

S - Sign bit
X - 13-bit magnitude
"--" represents don't care
where X = (33 + 2Q) X 2S - 33

Output (written over input array) consists of integers where each
integer contains the encoded value (in bits 0-7). Each of the bits is
inverted during µ-law encoding:

Table 6 Output Bit Values for µ-law Compression

Bit 15 … 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Value -- … P S2 S1 S0 Q3 Q2 Q1 Q0

which consists of:

P - Polarity bit (sign)
S - 3-bit segment number
Q - 4-bit quantization number
"--" represents don't care
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A-law Expansion

To perform A-law expansion with table lookup:

void aexpN_table(int *data, int N)

To perform A-law expansion without table lookup:

void aexpN(int *data, int N)

where data is a pointer to an array of integers where each integer
contains the encoded value (in bits 0-7). The even-numbered bits
are inverted during a-law encoding:

Table 7 Input Bit Values for A-Law Expansion

Bit 15 … 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Value -- … P S2 S1 S0 Q3 Q2 Q1 Q0

which consists of:

P - Polarity bit (sign)
S - 3-bit segment number
Q - 4-bit quantization number
"--" represents don't care

Output (written over input array) is a 13-bit signed number stored
left aligned in each integer (in bits 2-15):

Table 8 Output Bit Values for A-Law Expansion

Bit 15 14 13 12 … 3 2 1 0
Value S X11 X10 X9 … X0 -- -- --

which consists of:

S - Sign bit
X - 13-bit magnitude
"--" represents don't care
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A-law Compression

To perform A-law compression:

void acompN(int *data, int N)

Where data is a pointer to an array of 13-bit signed numbers
stored left aligned in each integer (in bits 2-15):

Table 9 Input Bit Values for A-law Compression

Bit 15 14 13 12 … 3 2 1 0
Value S X11 X10 X9 … X0 -- -- --

which consists of:

S - Sign bit
X - 13-bit magnitude
"--" represents don't care

Output (written over input array) consists of integers where each
integer contains the encoded value (in bits 0-7). The even-
numbered bits are inverted during a-law encoding:

Table 10 Output Bit Values for A-law Compression

Bit 15 … 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Value -- … P S2 S1 S0 Q3 Q2 Q1 Q0

which consists of:

P - Polarity bit (sign)
S - 3-bit segment number
Q - 4-bit quantization number
"--" represents don't care
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Performance

The following tables contain performance information for the C-
callable routines.

Storage

Table 11 Decode Table Sizes for Routines

Routine Decode Table Size (in 16-Bit Program Memory
Words)

muexpN_table 256

aexpN_table 256
AexpN 0

MucompN 0
AcompN 0

Timing

These timing benchmarks are for the C-callable routines. The
assembly-only versions will be several cycles faster, since there is
no stack processing. The assembly-only per-sample timing will be
nearly identical to the C-callable routines.

Table 12 Timing with Initialization and C function-call overhead (per 256
samples)

Routine Clock Cycles Time (20 MHz) Time (40 MHz)

muexpN_table 2635 132 [µs] 65.9 [µs]
aexpN_table 2635 132 [µs] 65.9 [µs]
AexpN 12938 647 [µs] 323 [µs]
MucompN 10313 516 [µs] 258 [µs]
AcompN 11956 598 [µs] 299 [µs]

Table 13 Approximate Timing per Sample

Routine Clock Cycles Time (20 MHz) Time (40 MHz)

muexpN_table 10.3 .515 [µs] .258 [µs]

aexpN_table 10.3 .515 [µs] .258 [µs]
AexpN 50.5 2.53 [µs] 1.26 [µs]

MucompN 40.3 2.02 [µs] 1.01 [µs]
AcompN 46.7 2.34 [µs] 1.17 [µs]
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Error Analysis

The signal-to-quantization noise ratio for µ-law encoding is 39.3
dB for a full-amplitude sine wave (Bellamy). For other amplitude
signals, see Figure 3 on page 176 (Lin).
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Demonstration Programs

C Program Example

Included in this distribution is a C program that shows how to use
the package. To build it using the Go DSP Code Composer, add
the following files to the project and build the project as
documented in the Go DSP documentation: mucompn.asm,
muexpntb.asm, acompn.asm, aexpntbl.asm, aexpn.asm, main.c,
and c203.cmd.

To build using only the Texas Instruments Code Generation Tools,
type build.bat from a DOS prompt from within the directory where
you installed this package.

The demonstration program main.c starts with 8-bit compressed
samples ramping up from 0 to 255, expands and then re-
compresses them using all of the supplied subroutines. To verify
correct program execution using the Go DSP tools, display array
data[] in a graph window and single step through the C program.
You'll see the ramp function after it's generated, then the
expansion and the exponential 16-bit version, and then the
compression back to the eight-bit ramp function.

 NOTE: 
The spike at the 128th array element in the µ-law re-
compressed ramp function occurs because this
represents the value positive zero. This matches the
255th element's value, which is also a zero. Since both
positive and negative zero values are represented in µ-
law and A-law encoding, only one value can be chosen
for compressing the value zero.
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Assembly Program Example

An assembly-only demonstration program is included in the
assembly subdirectory. This program performs the same function
as the C version of the program. To build it using the Go DSP
Code Composer, add the following files to the project and build
the project as documented in the Go DSP documentation:
mucompn.asm, muexpntb.asm, acompn.asm, aexpntbl.asm,
aexpn.asm, main.c, c203.cmd.

To build using only the Texas Instruments Code Generation Tools,
type build.bat from a DOS prompt from within the assembly
directory below where you installed this package.

Each of the assembly versions of the subroutines uses AR3 for
holding the pointer to the data and AR4 for holding the number of
data points. See the descriptions in the Usage section for more
information about the provided functions.
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